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7.1 Introduction

Switchgear is used to connect and disconnect electric power supplies and systems. 
It is a general term which covers the switching device and its combination with 
associated control, measuring, protective and regulating equipment, together with
accessories, enclosures and supporting structures.

Switchgear is applied in electrical circuits and systems from low voltage, such 
as domestic 220/240V applications, right up to transmission networks up to 1100 kV. 
A wide range of technology is needed, and this chapter is split into the four main
subdivisions of low voltage, medium voltage (distribution), high voltage (transmission)
and dc.

The main classes of equipment are as follows:

● disconnectors, or isolators
● switches
● fuse–switch combinations
● circuit breakers
● earthing switches

A disconnector is a mechanical switching device which in the open position 
provides a safe working gap in the electrical system which withstands normal working
system voltage and any overvoltages which may occur. It is able to open or close a 
circuit if a negligible current is switched, or if no significant change occurs in the 
voltage between the terminals of the poles. Currents can be carried for specified times
in normal operation and under abnormal conditions.

A switch is a mechanical device which is able to make, carry and interrupt current
occurring under normal conditions in a system, and to close a circuit safely, even if a
fault is present. It must therefore be able to close satisfactorily carrying a peak current
corresponding to the short-circuit fault level, and it must be able to carry this fault 
current for a specified period, usually one or three seconds.

A fuse and a switch can be used in combination with ratings chosen so that the fuse
operates at currents in excess of the rated interrupting or breaking capacity of the switch.



Such a device is known as a ‘fuse switch’ if the fuseholder is also used as part of the
main moving contact assembly, or a ‘switch fuse’ if the fuse is a separate and static part
of an assembly which includes the switch connected in series.

Figure 7.1 shows schematically the various combinations of fuse, switch and 
disconnector that are available.

A circuit breaker is a mechanical switching device which is not only able to make,
carry and interrupt currents occurring in the system under normal conditions, but also
to carry for a specified time and to make and interrupt currents arising in the 
system under defined abnormal conditions, such as short circuits. It experiences 
the most onerous of all the switching duties and is a key device in many switching and 
protection systems.

An earthing switch is a mechanical device for the earthing and short-circuiting of
circuits. It is able to withstand currents for a specified time under abnormal conditions,
but it is not required to carry normal service current. An earthing switch may also have
a short-circuit making capacity.

7.2 Principles of operation

Since they perform the most arduous duty, circuit breakers are used here for the 
following brief description of switchgear operating principles.

The heart of a circuit breaker is the contact system which comprises a set of 
moving contacts, a set of fixed contacts, their current carrying conductors or leads and
an opening mechanism which is often spring-loaded.

The fixed and moving contacts are normally made of copper, with sufficient size
and cross section to carry the rated current continuously. Attached or plated onto the
copper are the contact tips or faces which are of silver or an alloy. The contact tip or
face is the point at which the fixed and moving contacts touch, enabling the current to
flow. It is a requirement that a low contact junction resistance is maintained, and that
the contacts are not welded, destroyed or unduly eroded by the high thermal and
dynamic stresses of a short circuit.

As the device closes, the contact faces are forced together by spring or other kinds
of pressure generated from the mechanism. This pressure is required in order to reduce
the contact junction resistance and therefore the ohmic heating at the contacts; it 
also assists in the destruction or compaction of foreign material such as oxides which
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Fig. 7.1 Summary of equipment definitions



may contaminate the contact faces. The closing process is further assisted 
by arranging the geometry to give a wiping action as the contacts come together; the
wiping helps to ensure that points of purely metallic contact are formed.

The breaking or interruption action is made particularly difficult by the formation
of an arc as the contacts separate. The arc is normally extinguished as the current
reaches a natural zero in the ac cycle; this mechanism is assisted by drawing the arc
out to maximum length, therefore increasing its resistance and limiting the arc current.
Various techniques are adopted to extend the arc; these differ according to size, rating
and application and this is covered in more detail in the following sections.

The interruption of a resistive load current is not usually a problem. In this case the
power factor is close to unity. When the circuit breaker contacts open, draw an arc and
interrupt the current, the voltage rises slowly from its zero to its peak following its natural
50 Hz or 60 Hz shape. The build up of voltage across the opening contacts is therefore
relatively gentle, and it can be sustained as the contact gap increases to its fully open point.

However, in many circuits the inductive component of current is much higher than
the resistive component. If a short circuit occurs near the circuit breaker, not only is
the fault impedance very low, and the fault current at its highest, but also the power
factor may be very low, often below 0.1, and the current and voltage are nearly 90°
out of phase. As the contacts open and the current is extinguished at its zero point, the
voltage tends instantaneously to rise to its peak value. This is illustrated in Fig. 7.2.
This results in a high rate of rise of voltage across the contacts, aiming for a peak 
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Fig. 7.2 Circuit breaker recovery voltage in an inductive circuit



transient recovery voltage which is considerbly higher than the normal peak system
voltage. There is a risk under these circumstances that the arc will re-strike even
though the contacts are separating, and the design of the circuit breaker must take this
into account.

7.3 Low-voltage switchgear

7.3.1 Switches, disconnectors, switch disconnectors 
and fuse combination units

7.3.1.1 Construction and operation

These switches are categorized by the ability to make and break current to particular
duties which are listed for ac applications in Table 7.1. The category depends upon a
multiple of the normal operating current and an associated power factor.

In all these devices, the contacts are usually made of silver-plated copper; it is
unusual to find the alloy contact tips used in circuit breakers. The contact system, con-
necting copperwork and terminals, is usually in a housing of thermoset plastic or of a
thermoplastic with a high temperature capability. The mechanism of the switch may
be located in a number of positions, but it is usual to mount it at the side of or below
the contact system.

The switching devices may be fitted with auxiliaries which normally take the form
of small switches attached to the main device. These auxiliary switches provide means
of indication and monitoring of the position of the switch.

There are switching devices that are motor-assisted to open and close the contacts,
and some have tripping devices incorporated into the mechanism to open the switch
under circuit conditions outside the protective characteristics of the fuse.

Many types of fuselink can be accommodated on a switch fuse or a fuse switch. 
In the UK, the bolted type is probably the most common, followed by the ‘clip-in’
type. There are many designs available to hold the clip-in fuselink within the switch
moulding. In continental Europe the DIN type fuselink is the most common; here the
fuse tags are formed as knife blades to fit into spring-tensioned clips.

The construction of a fuse switch is illustrated generally in Fig. 7.3. It consists of a
moving carriage containing the fuselinks, which is switched into and out of a fixed 
system containing the contacts and mechanism. The moving carriage is shown in 
Fig. 7.4; it consists of a plastic and steel framework with copper contacts and termi-
nals onto which are mounted the fuselinks. This is normally a three-pole or four-pole
construction. It is usual to be able to extract the moving carriage to facilitate the 
changing of fuselinks outside the switch. Removal of the carriage also ensures total
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Table 7.1 Categories of duty and overload current ratings for switches, disconnectors, switch 
disconnectors and fuse combination units

Category of duty % of full-load current rating Application

making breaking

AC21 150% 150% resistive loads
AC22 300% 300% resistive and inductive loads
AC23 1000% 800% high inductive loads, stalled motor 

conditions
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Fig. 7.3 Main features of a fuse switch

Fig. 7.4 Moving carriage in a fuse switch; Bill Sovereign fuse switch disconnector (courtesy of Bill
Switchgear)



isolation of the load from the supply. The moving carriage is moved in and out by a
spring-charged mechanism that ensures a quick make and break of the contacts.

In a switch fuse the fuselinks remain static; the simplest form is a knife blade 
contact in series with a fuselink. In the modern form of switch fuse the fuselinks are
mounted on a plastic enclosure which contains the contacts and the mechanism to
operate these contacts. The contacts are normally arranged on both load-side and 
supply-side of the fuselink in order to ensure that the fuse is isolated when the switch
is in the off position. The contact system is driven by a spring-assisted mechanism
which is usually designed to provide quick make and break operation independent of
the speed at which the operator moves the on–off handle.

In its simplest form, the switch is a knife blade contact, but the modern switch
would follow the form of the fuse switch without the fuselinks. Many manufacturers
use a fuse switch or a switch fuse with solid copper links in place of the fuselinks.

The disconnector also follows the construction of the switch, but it must be 
capable of providing complete isolation when the contacts are open. This usually
requires the provision of adequate clearance and creepage distances between live parts.

The switch-disconnector combines the properties of a switch and a disconnector;
this is in most cases what a manufacturer would build for sale.

7.3.1.2 Standards and testing

Switches, disconnectors, switch disconnectors and fuse combination units are
designed to comply with the requirements of IEC 947-3 or EN 60947-3. This requires
a combination of type tests and routine tests.

A sequence of type tests is required to prove compliance with the standard. This
sequence includes the following key tests:

● the making and breaking switching capacity test, which shows that the device
is suitable for extreme overload conditions of resistive, inductive or highly
inductive loads. The categories of duty and the current overload ratings have
been shown in Table 7.1. The test is carried out by operating the device a number
of times at the assigned rating.

● temperature-rise verification. This is carried out at the highest current rating of
the device to prove that under full-load conditions in service the device will not
damage cables, terminals and insulating materials or put operators at risk
through contact with hot accessible parts. The limits of acceptable temperature
rise are stipulated in the standard.

● the operational performance test. This is conducted to prove the mechanical and
electrical durability of the device. A number of on-load and off-load switching
operations are made, depending upon the make/break duty assigned by the
manufacturer.

● dielectric verification to prove that the device has completed the sequence with-
out damage to its insulation system.

A fuse switch or switch fuse is also proven by a fuse-protected short-circuit 
withstand (breaking) test. In this test, the fuselinks used have to be of the maximum
rating, and with a breaking capacity assigned by the manufacturer. No damage such 
as welding of the contacts must occur to the switch as a result of this test. A fuse-protected
making test is also carried out in which the switch is closed onto the declared rated
short-circuit current.
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A disconnector has to provide isolation properties and additional type tests are 
performed to prove these. In particular, a leakage current test is conducted after the
main test sequence; maximum levels of acceptable leakage current are specified. In
addition, the isolator handle is subjected to a force of three times the normal operation
force necessary to switch the device off (within given minimum and maximum limits),
the contacts of one phase being artificially locked in the off position and the test force
being applied to open the switch. The on–off indicators of the disconnector must not
give a false indication during and after this test.

Routine tests to be applied to all switch devices include an operational check 
in which each device is operated five times to check mechanical integrity. Also a
dielectric test is carried out at a voltage which depends upon the rated voltage of the
device. For a rated operating voltage of 380/415 V the dielectric test voltage is 2500 V.

7.3.2 Air circuit breakers and moulded case circuit breakers

7.3.2.1 Construction and operation

Both the air circuit breaker and the moulded case circuit breaker (mccb) comprise the
following features:

• a contact system with arc-quenching and current-limiting means
• a mechanism to open and close the contacts
• auxiliaries which provide additional means of protection and indication of the

switch positions

The modern air circuit breaker is generally used as an incoming device on the 
supply side of a low voltage switchboard, and it represents the first line of protection
on the load side of the transformer. An example is shown in Fig. 7.5. In addition to the
above features, it also includes:

● a tripping and protection system to open the circuit breaker under fault conditions
(if required)

● a means of isolating the device from the busbars
● usually an open construction, or the contact system housed in a plastic 

moulding
● current ratings from 400A to 6300A

The mccb may be used as an incoming device, but it is more generally used as an 
outgoing device on the load side of a switchboard. It is normally mounted into a 
low-voltage switchboard or a purpose-designed panel board. In addition to the three 
features listed at the start of this section, it also includes:

● an electronic or thermal/electromagnetic trip sensing system to operate through
the tripping mechanism and open the circuit breaker under overload or fault
conditions

● all parts housed within a plastic moulded housing made in two halves
● current ratings usually from 10A to 1600A

The basis of the main contact system has been explained in section 7.3.1.1. The
fixed contacts are usually mounted on a back panel or within a plastic moulding, and
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the moving contacts are usually supported on an insulated bar or within an insulated
carriage.

In addition to these main contacts, arcing contacts are provided. The arcing contacts
generally comprise a silver–tungsten alloy which provides high electrical conductivity
with excellent wear against arc erosion and good anti-welding properties. The arc con-
tacts are positioned in such a way that they make first and break last during opening
and closing of the contacts. Their purpose is to ensure that any arcing takes place on
the arcing contacts before the main contacts touch; the arcing contacts can then break
once the main contacts have been forced together. During opening, the sequence is
reversed. This action protects the main contacts from damage by arcing.

Extinguishing of the arc is an important feature in all low-voltage switchgear. All
air circuit breakers have devices to extinguish the arc as quickly as possible. It is well
known that an arc, once formed, will tend to move away from its point of origin; by
forming the contact system carefully, the magnetic field generated by the current flow
is used to move the arc into an arcing chamber where its extinction is aided.

Within the arcing chamber are a number of metal arc-splitter plates which normally
have a slot or ‘V’ shape cut into them in order to encourage the arc to run into the arcing
chamber. A typical arrangement is shown in Fig. 7.6. The plates are used to split the 
arc into a number of smaller arcs, having the effect of lengthening and cooling the arc.
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Fig. 7.5 Air circuit breaker (courtesy of Terasaki (Europe) Ltd)



The arc is then extinguished when the voltage drop along it is equal to the voltage
across the open contacts.

If the arc can be extinguished very quickly before the full prospective fault current
is reached, the maximum current passed through the circuit breaker can be limited.
This current limiting is achieved if the arc is extinguished within 10 ms of the start of
the fault, before the peak of the sinusoidal current waveform is reached. Many designs
have been tried in an attempt to achieve current limiting. Many of these designs are
based on forming the current carrying conductors within the circuit breaker in such a
way that the electromagnetic forces created by the currents force the arc into the arc-
ing chamber very quickly. A particular development of this is to form ‘blow-out’ coils
from the current-carrying conductors.

The opening and closing mechanism of an air circuit breaker generally uses the
energy developed in releasing a charged spring. The spring may be charged manually
or with the aid of a winding mechanism attached to a motor. The charge is usually held
until a release mechanism is activated, and once the spring energy is released to the
main mechanism, linkages are moved into an over-toggle mode to close the moving
contacts onto the fixed contacts. The force of the main spring is also used to transfer
energy into compressing the moving contact springs, and it is these springs which pro-
vide the energy to open the contacts when required.

Attached to and interfacing with the main mechanism is the tripping mechanism
which is used to open the contacts. The means of tripping an air circuit breaker is a coil,
which may be a shunt trip coil, an undervoltage coil or a polarized trip coil. The shunt
trip coil is current-operated and consists of a winding on a bobbin with a moving core
at its centre. When a current flows, the magnetic flux causes the core to move and this
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Fig. 7.6 Contact system and arc chute in an air circuit breaker



core operates the trip mechanism. An undervoltage coil is similar in construction, but
the moving core is held in place by the magnetic flux against a spring; if the voltage
across the winding falls this allows the spring to release the core and operate the trip
mechanism. In the polarizing trip coil, the output of the coil is used to nullify the 
magnetic field from a permanent magnet which is set into the coil; when the coil is
energized, the permanent magnetic field is overcome and using the spring energy, a
moving core is released to operate the trip mechanism.

The release coil receives its signal from the overcurrent detection device, which 
is usually an electronic tripping unit. This tripping unit has the capability to detect
overloads and short circuits, and it may be able to detect earth fault currents. The 
overload protection device detects an overload current and relates this to the time for
which the current has flowed before initiating a trip signal; the time–current charac-
teristic which is followed here is determined by the manufacturer within the guidelines
of the standard. The general principles of time–current protection are explained more
fully in Chapter 8, but a typical time–current characteristic is shown for convenience in
Fig. 7.7. The short-circuit protection enables a high fault current to be detected and the
circuit breaker to be opened in less than 20 ms. The short-circuit protection characteristics
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Fig. 7.7 Typical time–current characteristic curves



are usually adjustable in multiples of the full-load rated current, and they may incor-
porate a time interval which would usually be less than a second.

The mccb also incorporates an electronic trip device similar to that described here,
but this may not include all of the sophistication of the air circuit breaker system. Some
mccbs will include an electromechanical thermal trip and electromagnetic trip in place
of the electronic trip unit. These trips are shown in Fig. 7.8. The electromechanical thermal
trip consists of a heater and bimetal, the heater being part of the main current-carrying
circuit. In overload conditions the heater causes deflection of the bimetal which is 
time-related depending upon the current flow through the heater. The bimetal deflection
results in operation of the trip mechanism and hence a time–current characteristic can be
drawn for the circuit breaker. An electromagnetic trip usually comprises a ‘U’-shaped
coil around the current-carrying circuit of the mccb, together with a moving pole piece.
When a fault current passes, the magnetic flux within the ‘U’-shaped coil pulls in the
pole piece and this movement is used to trip the circuit breaker.

7.3.2.2 Testing and standards

Low-voltage air circuit breakers and mccbs are designed and tested according to the
requirements of IEC 947-2, or EN 60947-2.

A series of type tests are carried out to prove compliance with the standard. This
series of tests includes the following:

● a short-circuit capability test. This determines the maximum short circuit 
current the device can withstand, while after the test, retaining the ability to
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Fig. 7.8 Electromechanical and electromagnetic trips used in a mccb



pass full-load current without overheating, and to allow the circuit breaker lim-
ited use. This test is carried out in a short-circuit test laboratory able to deliver
exactly the current specified in the standard; large generators and transformers
are necessary for this work, making it expensive.

● a short-time withstand test. This establishes that the circuit breaker can carry a
short-circuit current for a period of time; in many cases this would be 50 kA for
1s. A circuit breaker with this capability can be used as an incoming device 
to a distribution system. Based on the principles of co-ordination explained in
Chapter 8, this allows other devices within the distribution system to open before
the incoming circuit breaker, thereby not necessarily shutting off all of that 
distribution system.

● an endurance test. This determines the number of open–close operations the 
circuit breaker can withstand before some failure occurs which means that the
device will no longer carry its rated current safely. The tests are carried out with
and without current flowing through the contacts.

● opening during overload or fault conditions. This test verifies that the device
opens according to the parameters set by the standard and those given by the
manufacturer. It determines the time–current characteristic of the circuit breaker,
and example of which has been shown in Fig. 7.7.

● a temperature rise test. This is carried out after all the above type tests. The stan-
dard specifies a maximum temperature rise permissible at the terminals and it
ensures that the device will be safe to use after short circuits have been cleared
and after a long period in service.

7.3.3 Miniature circuit breakers

Like the mccb, the miniature circuit breaker (mcb) has a contact system and means of
arc quenching, a mechanism and tripping and protection system to open the circuit
breaker under fault conditions.

The mcb has advanced considerably in the past 30 years. Early devices were 
generally of the ‘zero-cutting’ type, and during a short circuit the current had to pass
through a zero before the arc was extinguished; this provided a short-circuit breaking
capacity of about 3kA. Most of these early mcbs were housed in a bakelite moulding.
The modern mcb is a much smaller and more sophisticated device. All the recent
developments associated with moulded case circuit breakers have been incorporated
into mcbs to improve their performance, and with breaking capacities of 10 kA to 
16 kA now available, mcbs are used in all areas of commerce and industry as a reli-
able means of protection.

Most mcbs are of single-pole construction for use in single-phase circuits. 
The complete working system is housed within a plastic moulding, typical external
appearance being shown in Fig. 7.9. A section showing the principal parts of the mcb
is shown in Fig. 7.10. The contact system comprises a fixed and a moving contact, and
attached to each is a contact tip which provides a low-resilience contact junction to
resist welding.

Modern mcbs are fitted with arc chutes consisting of metal plates which are held 
in position by insulating material. The arc chute does not necessarily surround 
the contact; in some designs arc runners are provided to pull the arc into the arc 
chute.

The tripping mechanism usually consists of a thermal-magnetic arrangement. The
thermal action is provided by a bimetal with, in some cases, a heater. For ratings in the
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Fig. 7.9 Miniature circuit breaker, external view
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Fig. 7.10 Principal parts of a miniature circuit breaker



range 6–63A the bimetal forms part of the current path, the heat generated within the
bimetal itself being sufficient to cause deflection. The deflection is then used to acti-
vate the tripping mechanism. The characteristics of the bimetal are chosen to provide
particular delays under certain overload or fault currents according to the required
time–current characteristic. A high-resistance bimetal is used for low-current devices and
a lower resistance bimetal for high-current devices. In very low-current mcbs a heater
may be incorporated around the bimetal in order to generate sufficient heat to deflect it.

The magnetic tripping element usually consists of a coil which is wrapped around
a tube, there being a spring-loaded slug within the tube. Movement of the slug oper-
ates the tripping mechanism to open the mcb. It can also be used to assist in opening
the contacts by locating the coil close to the moving contact. When a fault current
flows, the high magnetic field generated by the coil overcomes the spring force hold-
ing the slug in position; the slug then moves to actuate the tripping mechanism and
forces the contacts apart by striking the moving contact arm. For low mcb ratings the
coil is formed from thin wire with many turns; for higher ratings the wire is thicker,
with fewer turns. The magnetic trip is set by the manufacturer according to the
required characteristics. These characteristics are defined in the standard and form
‘types’ which are shown in Table 7.2.

MCBs are designed and tested according to the requirements of IEC 898.

7.3.4 Residual current devices

The residual current device (rcd) is used to detect earth fault currents and to interrupt
supply if an earth current flows. The main application is to prevent electrocution 
but rcds can also be used to protect equipment, especially against fire. The earth fault
currents that operate an rcd can range from 5mA up to many amperes. For typical
domestic applications the typical trip current would be 30 mA.

The rcd can be opened and closed manually to switch normal load currents, and it
opens automatically when an earth fault current flows which is about 50 per cent or
more of the rated tripping current.

The main features of an rcd are shown in Fig. 7.11. The key component is a toroidal
transformer, upon which the load current (live) and return current (neutral) conductors
are wound in opposite directions. The toroid also carries a detecting winding. If no
earth fault current is flowing, then the load and return currents are equal. In this case the
mmfs generated by the load and return current windings are equal; there is no result-
ant flux in the toroid and the detecting winding does not generate any current. When a
fault current flows there is a difference between the load and return currents which
generates a resultant flux in the toroid and induces a current in the detecting winding.
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Table 7.2 Magnetic trip settings for mcbs

MCB Type Minimum Maximum Application
trip current trip current

B 3 In 5 In Domestic:
resistive or small inductive loads such as 
lighting and socket outlets

C 5 In 10 In Light industrial:
inductive loads such as fluorescent lighting 
and motors

D 10 In 20 In Very inductive loads such as welding machines



The current generated in the detecting winding operates a relay which opens the main
contacts of the rcd.

The detecting winding has to produce from a very small output, sufficient power to
operate the tripping mechanism. Two alternative methods are used. In the first method,
the output signal from the detecting coil is electronically amplified and the second
method uses a polarized relay operating on a sensitive mechanical trip mechanism. The
operation of a polarized trip relay has already been described for circuit breakers in
section 7.3.2.1; it is based on the magnetic output of a small coil nullifying the field
from a permanent magnet, causing the release of an armature. The basic operation is
illustrated in Fig. 7.12.

The operation of an rcd has here been described for single-phase operation, but it
may also be applied in a three-phase application where typically it might be used in a
light industrial system for protection against fire. There are two arrangements of a
three-phase rcd. Either the three phases are wound around a current transformer, or the
three phases and the neutral are wound onto a balancing transformer.

The rcd has only limited breaking capacity and it is not a replacement for overcur-
rent protection devices such as the mcb. The residual current breaker with overcurrent
(rcbo) is now available; this is an rcd with an overcurrent tripping mechanism and
enhanced contacts to cope with interruption of fault conditions.

RCDs are designed and tested according to the requirements of IEC 1008 and 
IEC 1009.

7.3.5 Standards

The leading international standards adopted by for low-voltage switchgear are shown
in Table 7.3.
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7.4 Medium-voltage (distribution) switchgear

Distribution switchgear, also commonly referred to as medium-voltage switchgear, is
generally acknowledged to cover the range 1kV to 36kV; 72.5kV and even 132kV can
be considered as distribution voltages rather than transmission voltages, and the equip-
ment overlaps with high-voltage or transmission switchgear in this range.

Switchgear in the distribution voltage range differs considerably from low-voltage
switchgear. There are similarities with aspects of transmission switchgear, but many
functions and practices are different.

7.4.1 Types of circuit breaker

In the past, oil- and air-break devices have predominated, but now several alternative
methods of arc interruption are used in distribution-voltage circuit breakers.

Early oil designs featured plain-break contacts in a tank of oil capable of 
withstanding the considerable pressure built up from large quantities of gas generated
by long arcs. During the 1920s and 1930s various designs of arc control device were
introduced to improve performance. These were designed such that the arc created
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Fig. 7.12 Operation of polarized trip relay

Table 7.3 International standards relating to low-voltage switchgear

IEC EN/HD Subject of standard

IEC 898 EN 60898 Miniature circuit breakers (mcbs)
IEC 947-2 EN 60947-2 Air circuit breakers (acbs) and moulded case circuit breakers 

(mccbs)
IEC 947-3 EN 60947-3 Switches – fuse combination switches
IEC 1008 EN 61008 Residual current devices (rcds)



between the contacts produces enough energy to break down the oil molecules, 
generating gases and vapours which by the cooling and de-ionizing of the arc resulted
in successful clearance at current zero. During interruption, the arc control device
encloses the contacts, the arc, a gas bubble and oil. Carefully designed vents allow the
gas to escape as the arc is lengthened and cooled. Figure 7.13 shows an axial-blast arc
control device. The use of oil switchgear is reducing significantly in most areas of the
world because of the need for regular maintenance and the risk of fire in the event of
failure.

Sulphur hexafluoride (SF6) is the most effective gas for the provision of insulation
and arc interruption. It was initially introduced and used predominantly in transmis-
sion switchgear, but it became popular at distribution voltages from the late 1970s.

The main early types of SF6 circuit breaker are known as ‘puffer’ types. These use
a piston and cylinder arrangement, driven by an operating mechanism. On opening,
the cylinder containing SF6 gas is compressed against the piston, increasing the gas
pressure; this forces the gas through an annular nozzle in the contact giving a ‘puff’ of
gas in the arc area. The gas helps to cool and de-ionize the arc, resulting in arc 
interruption at current zero. The dielectric properties of SF6 are quickly re-established
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Fig. 7.13 Axial-blast arc control device



in the heat of the arc, giving a rapid increase in dielectric strength as the voltage across
the contacts begins to rise. The energy required to drive the puffer type of circuit
breaker is relatively high, resulting in the need for a powerful mechanism.

Other designs of SF6 circuit breaker started to be introduced in the 1980s. These
make more use of the arc energy to aid interruption, allowing the use of a lighter and
cheaper operating mechanism. Whilst in the puffer design the compressed SF6 is made
to flow over an arc which is basically stationary, these newer designs move the arc
through the SF6 to aid interruption. In the rotating arc SF6 circuit breaker, a coil 
is wound around the fixed contact. As the moving contact withdraws from the fixed
contact the current is transferred to an arcing contact and passes through the coil. The
current in the coil sets up an axial magnetic field with the arc path at right angles to
the magnetic flux, and rotation of the arc is induced according to Fleming’s left-hand
rule (see Chapter 2, eqn 2.16). The arc rotation is proportional to the magnitude of the
current. Careful design is required in order to ensure an adequate phase shift between
the flux and the current to maintain adequate movement of the arc as the current falls
towards its zero crossing. The operation of a rotating-arc interrupter is illustrated in
Figs 7.14 and 7.15.

Other types of self-extinguishing circuit breaker use an insulating nozzle which 
is similar to that in a puffer breaker, but with a coil to produce a magnetic field for
moving the arc. The thermal energy in the arc is used to increase the local pressure.
This results in arc movement which again is proportional to the current, and success-
ful interruption follows. In some designs a small puffer is also used to ensure there is
enough gas flow to interrupt low levels of current, where the thermal energy in the arc
is relatively low.

The various types of SF6 switchgear are referred to with respect to high-voltage
switchgear in section 7.5.2, and Fig. 7.24 shows the main configurations.
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The arc has been extended towards the coil axis by transverse movement of the con-
tact bar. It is shown after transfer to the arcing tube and consequent production of the
magnetic field. It is thus in the best plane to commence rotation.

Fig. 7.14 Operation of a rotating-arc SF6 interrupter



The main alternative to the SF6 circuit breaker in the medium-voltage range is the
vacuum interrupter. This is a simple device, comprising only a fixed and a moving
contact located in a vacuum vessel, but it has proved by far the most difficult to
develop. Although early work started in the 1920s, it was not until the 1960s that 
the first vacuum interrupters capable of breaking large currents were developed, and
commercial circuit breakers followed about a decade later.

The principle of operation of a vacuum interrupter is that the arc is not supported
by an ionized gas, but is a metallic vapour caused by vaporization of some of the 
contact metal. At zero current, the collapse of ionization and vapour condensation is
very fast, and the extremely high rate of recovery of dielectric strength in the vacuum
ensures a very effective interrupting performance. The features of a vacuum interrupter
which are key to its performance are the contact material, the contact geometry and
ensuring that the envelope (a glass or ceramic tube with welded steel ends) remains
vacuum-tight throughout a working life in excess of 20 years. Even today, specialized
manufacturing techniques are necessary to achieve this. A typical vacuum interrupter
is shown in Fig. 7.16.

The circuit breaker is located within a switchgear housing, some types of which are
described later. The main insulation in the housing is usually air, although some
designs now have totally sealed units filled with SF6 gas. Structural isolation is
required to support current-carrying conductors; this is normally some type of cast
resin. Thermoplastic materials which can be injection-moulded are often used for
smaller components, but larger items such as bushings which are insulation-covered
are usually made from thermosetting materials such as polyurethane or epoxy resin
mixed with filler to improve its mechanical and dielectric properties.
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Development of a spiral arc. The arc is motivated to move sideways but this tendency is
limited by the shape of the electrodes and it develops quickly into a spiral with each ele-
ment tending to move sideways as shown by the arrows.

Fig. 7.15 Operation of a rotating-arc SF6 interrupter



7.4.2 Main classes of equipment

7.4.2.1 Primary switchgear

Primary substations up to 36 kV are usually indoor, although they can be outdoor
where space is not a problem. Indoor equipment is usually metal-enclosed, and it can
be subdivided into metalclad, compartmented and cubicle types. In the metalclad type,
the main switching device, the busbar section and cable terminations are segregated 
by metal partitions. In compartmented types the components are housed in separate
compartments but the partitions are non-metallic. The third category covers any form
of metal-enclosed switchgear other than the two described.

The vertically isolated, horizontally withdrawn circuit breaker is the traditional
arrangement in the UK or UK-influenced areas. This originates from the bulk-oil 
circuit breaker, for which there was a need for easy removal for frequent maintenance,
but manufacturers have utilized the already available housings to offer vacuum or SF6

circuit breakers as replacements for oil circuit breakers, or even for new types to this
design. The design also provides convenient earthing of the circuit or busbars by alter-
native positions of the circuit breaker in the housing; this is achieved by disconnecting
the circuit breaker, lowering it from its service position, moving it horizontally and
then raising and reconnecting the connections between the busbar or cable and earth.
A typical section is shown in Fig. 7.17.
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Fig. 7.16 Typical vacuum interrupter (courtesy Meidensha Corporation, Japan)



Horizontally isolated, horizontally withdrawn equipment has been used extensively
in mainland Europe, with air-break, small oil volume and latterly with SF6 and vacuum
circuit breaker truck designs. A section of this type of switchgear is shown in Fig. 7.18.
Since the circuit breaker cannot be used as the earthing device in this design, integral
earthing switches or portable earthing devices are required.

Fixed-position circuit breakers were introduced in the 1970s; these depart from 
the withdrawable arrangements and are based on a ‘sealed-for-life’ concept. Due to 
the early problems with vacuum interrupters, some users were reluctant to accept
fixed-position vacuum switchgear, but now that excellent long-term reliability of 
vacuum interrupters has been established, newer designs have been introduced 
again recently. Several arrangements in which the housing is completely sealed 
and filled with SF6 as a dielectric medium are now available and an example is 
shown in Fig. 7.19. Because of the compact dimensions that SF6 permits these 
are gaining popularity, particularly at 36 kV, where there can be a cost advantage not
only in the price, but also in the reduced size of the equipment and the substation
required.
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Fig. 7.17 Section of vertically isolated, horizontally withdrawn switchgear
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7.4.2.2 Secondary switchgear

Secondary distribution switchgear is that which is connected directly to the electrical
utility transformers which provide low-voltage supplies to customers. The systems 
distributing power from the primary substations can be conveniently divided into 
overhead circuits and underground cable networks.
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Fig. 7.19 Section of 36 kV SF6 gas-insulated switchgear (courtesy AREVA T & D)



Most faults on overhead systems are caused by lightning strikes, branches brushing
the conductors, clashing of conductors in high wind, or large birds bridging the lines;
they are usually transient in nature. In most cases the fault duration is short and the cir-
cuit breakers used in these circuits, known as reclosers, are programmed to close again
a very short time after they have opened. This allows the fault to be cleared with a min-
imum of disruption to consumers. It is normal to programme the recloser to open, then
close up to four times in order to allow time for the fault to disappear. If after this time
the fault is still present, it is assumed that the fault is not transient; the recloser then
locks out and the faulty section of the line is isolated. A recloser normally controls sev-
eral circuits. An 11kV pole-mounted auto-recloser is shown in Fig. 7.20. Reclosers are
available with SF6 and vacuum interrupters; the equipment used in conjunction with
reclosers are switches and sectionalizers, which can be air-break switches, vacuum or
SF6 devices expulsion fuses and off-load switching devices.

Most urban areas in UK and Europe are supplied by underground cable. In this case
the step-down transformer (for example 11 000/415 V) which supplies a consumer 
circuit is connected to a protective device such as a fuse switch or circuit breaker in a
ring. A simplified distribution network with the main components is shown in 
Fig. 7.21. The ‘ring main unit’ usually has two load-break switches with the control 
protective device combined into a single unit. In UK this type of unit is ruggedly
designed for outdoor use, but in continental Europe indoor designs are more normal.
The traditional oil-filled unit has been replaced largely by SF6 equipment over recent
years. The ring main unit has normally been manually operated with a spring-operated
mechanism to ensure that their operation is not dependent on the force applied by the
operator. However, as utilities press to improve the reliability of supplies to consumers
and to reduce the time lost through outages caused by faults, the use of automatically
operated motor-driven spring mechanisms is now on the increase.

7.4.3 Rating principles

The main consideration in the choice of switchgear for a particular system voltage is
the current it is capable of carrying continuously without overheating (the rated 
normal current) and the maximum current it can withstand, interrupt and make onto
under fault conditions (the rated short-circuit current). Studies and calculations based
on the circuits of interest will quantify these parameters. The switchgear rating can
then be chosen from tables of preferred ratings in the appropriate standard, such as IEC
694 and IEC 56. Table 7.4 shows figures taken from IEC 56 showing the co-ordination
of rated values for circuit breakers. Ratings vary commonly from less than 400 A in a
secondary system to 2000 A or more in a primary substation, with fault currents of 
6 kA in some overhead line systems up to 40 kA and above in some primary circuits.

The standards also specify overvoltages and impulse voltages which the switchgear
must withstand. Normal overvoltages which occur during switching or which may 
be transferred due to lightning striking exposed circuits must be withstood. The
switchgear also needs to provide sufficient isolating distances to allow personnel to
work safely on a part of the system that has been disconnected. The lightning impulse
withstand voltage and the normal power frequency withstand voltage are specified 
relative to the normal system voltage in the standards.

7.4.4 Test methods

Type tests are performed on a single unit of the particular type and rating in question.
They are performed to demonstrate that the equipment is capable of performing the
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rated switching and withstand duties without damage, and that it will provide a satis-
factory service life within the limits of specified maintenance. The main type tests are
as follows:

● dielectric tests. Lightning impulse is simulated using a standard waveshape
having a very fast rise time of 1.2 μs and a fall to half value of 50 μs. Power 
frequency tests are performed at 50 Hz or 60 Hz. The method of performing the
tests is detailed in standards, for instance IEC 60, ‘Guide to high voltage test-
ing techniques’. This requires the switchgear to be arranged as it would be in
service. If outdoor-rated, the tests need to be carried out in dry and wet conditions,
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Fig. 7.20 11 kV pole-mounted auto-recloser (courtesy FKI plc – Engineering Group)
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the latter using water of specified conductivity which is sprayed onto the equip-
ment at a controlled rate during application of the high voltage.

● temperature rise tests. Again the switchgear is arranged in its service condition,
and the normal continuous current is applied until the temperature of the main
components has stabilized. The final temperature, measured by thermocouples,
must not exceed values stated in the specifications; these values have been 
chosen to ensure that no deterioration of metal or insulation is caused by 
continuous operation.

● short circuit and switching tests. These are conducted over a range of currents from
10 per cent to 100 per cent of the short circuit rating. The tests are at low power
factor, which represents the most onerous switching conditions seen in service.
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Table 7.4 Co-ordination of rated values for circuit breakers, taken from IEC 56

Rated Rated short- Rated normal current In (A)
voltage circuit
U (kV) breaking

current Isc (kA)

3.6 10 400
16 630 1250
25 1250 1600 2500
40 1250 1600 2500 4000

7.2 8 400
12.5 400 630 1250
16 630 1250 1600
25 630 1250 1600 2500
40 1250 1600 2500 4000

12 8 400
12.5 400 630 1250
16 630 1250 1600
25 630 1250 1600 2500
40 1250 1600 2500 4000
50 1250 1600 2500 4000

17.5 8 400 630 1250
12.5 630 1250
16 630 1250
25 1250
40 1250 1600 2500

24 8 400 630 1250
12.5 630 1250
16 630 1250
25 1250 1600 2500
40 1600 2500 4000

36 8 630
12.5 630 1250
16 630 1250 1600
25 1250 1600 2500
40 1600 2500 4000

52 8 800
12.5 1250
20 1250 1600 2000

72.5 12.5 800 1250
16 800 1250
20 1250 1600 2000
31.5 1250 1600 2000



The different levels represent short circuits at various points in the system, from
close to the circuit breaker terminals to a long distance along the cable or line.
Whilst the current to interrupt varies with these positions, another major factor
is the rate of rise of the transient recovery voltage appearing across the circuit
breaker contacts; this can have a significant influence on the circuit breaker per-
formance and it plays a key part in the design. The ability to interrupt the short-
circuit current with a decaying dc component superimposed on the power 
frequency must also be demonstrated. The decrement or rate of decay of the dc
voltage is specified in the standards, but the dc component which is present
when the contacts open depends upon the opening time of the circuit breaker 
(it being reduced if the opening time is long). Figure 7.22 shows the determi-
nation of short-circuit making and breaking currents and of the dc component.
Circuit breakers must also be tested when closing onto a fault condition, 
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Fig. 7.22 Determination of short-circuit making and breaking currents and of dc component



and then carrying the full short-circuit current for a specified period, usually
one or three seconds.

● mechanical endurance test. To demonstrate that the equipment has a 
satisfactory life, this test is performed over a specified number of operations
which depends upon the type of equipment and duty; the number of open–close
operations can vary from 1000 to 10 000. The tests are carried out without elec-
trical load, but at the rated output of the mechanism of the device.

Routine tests are performed by the manufacturer on every unit of switchgear to
ensure that the construction is satisfactory and that the operating parameters are 
similar to the unit which was subjected to the type test. These tests are specified in the
standards, and the minimum performed will include the following:

● power frequency voltage withstand dry tests on the main circuit
● voltage tests on the control and auxiliary circuits
● measurement of the resistance of the main circuit
● mechanical operating tests

7.4.5 Commissioning and maintenance

Switchgear is usually transported in sections which need to be carefully erected and
connected together at the substation.

Commissioning tests are performed after installation; these are necessary to ensure
that the connections are sound and that the equipment is functioning satisfactorily.
These tests will normally include checks of current and voltage transformers, checking
of the protection scheme, circuit breaker operation and high-voltage withstand tests.

With the demise of oil-filled switchgear the requirement for maintenance has 
been significantly reduced. SF6 and vacuum circuit breakers which are ‘sealed for 
life’ should require no servicing of the interrupting device. Manufacturers provide
instructions on simple inspection and servicing of other parts of the circuit breaker;
this is usually limited to cleaning, adjustment and lubrication of the mechanism.

7.4.6 Standards

Some of the commonly used standards and specifications for distribution switchgear
are given in Table 7.5.

7.5 High-voltage (transmission) switchgear

7.5.1 System considerations

The transmission of high powers over long distances necessitates the use of High (HV),
Extra High (EHV) or Ultra High (UHV) voltages. Historically, these voltages were
classed as 72.5kV and above. The lower voltages were introduced first, and as the tech-
nologies have developed these have increased so that now the highest transmission volt-
ages being used are 1100 kV. For long transmission distances it is also possible to use DC
systems; these have particular advantages when two systems are to be connected, but they
are beyond the scope of this section, which considers only ac transmission switchgear.

In UK the 132 kV system was first established in 1932, and subsequent growth has
required expansion of the system up to 275 kV (1955) and 420 kV (1965). Other countries
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have developed similarly, so a multiple voltage transmission system exists in virtually
every major electricity-using nation.

In recent years there has been some harmonization of the rated voltages of 
transmission systems, the agreed levels set down in IEC 694 being 72.5 kV, 100 kV,
123 kV, 145 kV, 170 kV, 245 kV, 300 kV, 362 kV, 420 kV, 550 kV and 800 kV. Systems
will be operated at a variety of normal voltage levels such as 66 kV, 132 kV, 275 kV
and 400 kV, but the maximum system operating voltage may be higher than these
nominal ratings, so the next highest standard value will be selected as the rated voltage
of the system.

In order to connect, control and protect these transmission systems it is necessary
to use switchgear of various types and ratings.

A switchgear installation which allows the connection and disconnection of the
interconnecting parts of a transmission system is referred to as a substation. A substation
will include not only the switchgear, but also transformers and the connections 
to overhead lines or cable circuits. The main functional elements of the switchgear instal-
lation in a substation are circuit breakers, switches, disconnectors and earthing switches.
Some of the most common configurations for substations are illustrated in Fig. 7.23.

Switching conditions on transmission systems are similar in principle to those 
on distribution systems, with a requirement to interrupt normal load currents, fault 
currents and to undertake off-load operations. Because of the different circuit param-
eters in transmission and distribution networks, the switching duties impose particular
requirements which have to be taken into account during the design and type testing
of switchgear equipment. A particular requirement for transmission is the ability 
to deal with the onerous transient recovery voltages which are generated during 
interruption of faults on overhead lines when the position of the fault is close to the
circuit breaker terminals; this is defined in IEC 62271-100 as the Short Line Fault
condition. A further requirement is the energization of long overhead lines, which can
generate large transient overvoltages on the system unless counter-measures are taken.
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Table 7.5 Standards and specifications for distribution switchgear

IEC/BS/EN Electricity Subject North American
Association

62271-100 High voltage ac circuit breakers
62271-102 AC disconnectors and earth switches
62271-103 High voltage switches
62271-200 AC metal enclosed switchgear 

and controlgear for rated voltages 
above 1kV up to and including 52kV

62271-105 High voltage ac switch fuse combinations
62271-1 Common specifications for high voltage 

switchgear and controlgear standards
41–26 Distribution switchgear for service 

up to 36kV (cable connected)
41–27 Distribution switchgear for service 

up to 36kV (overhead line connected)
Overhead, pad mounted, dry vault, and 

submersible automatic circuit reclosers ANSI/IEEEC37.60
and fault interrupters for ac systems

Overhead, pad mounted, dry vault, ANSI/IEEEC37.63
and submersible automatic line 
sectionalisers for ac systems



7.5.2 Types of circuit breaker

The first designs of transmission circuit breaker used minimum-volume oil interrupter
technology similar to that which had been developed for distribution switchgear.

The 1940s saw the development and introduction of air-blast circuit breakers
throughout the world. These devices used compressed air at pressures up to 1200 psi,
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Fig. 7.23 Examples of busbar configurations for high-voltage substations



not only to separate the contacts but also to cool and de-ionize the arc drawn between
the contacts. Early air-blast designs used interrupters which were not permanently
pressurized, and reclosed when the blast was shut off. Isolation was achieved sepa-
rately by a series-connected switch which interrupted any residual resistive and/or
capacitive grading current, and had the full rated fault-making capacity.

The increase of system voltages to 400 kV in the late 1950s coincided with the 
discovery, investigation and specification of the kilometric or short line fault condition.
Air-blast interrupters are particularly susceptible to high Rates of Rise of Recovery
Voltage (RRRV), and parallel-connected resistors are needed to assist interruption. 
At the increased short-circuit current levels of up to 60 kA which were now required,
parallel resistors of up to a few hundred ohms per phase were required, and the duty
of breaking the resistor current could no longer be left to the series-connected air
switch. To deal with this, permanently pressurized interruptors incorporating parallel-
resistor switching contacts were used. The original pressurized-head circuit breakers
used multiple interrupters per phase in order to achieve the required fault-switching
capacity at high transmission voltages; 10 or 12 interrupters were used for 400 kV.
These were proved by direct unit testing at short-circuit testing stations, each having a
direct output of 3GVA. It was in fact the ability to test which determined the number
of interrupters used in the design of a circuit breaker.

The introduction of synthetic testing methods increased the effective capacity of
short-circuit testing stations by an order of magnitude, and this allowed the proving 
of circuit breakers having fewer interrupters. So, 400 kV air-blast circuit breakers 
with only four or six interrupters per phase were being supplied and installed up to the
late 1970s.

The next step-change in technology occurred with the introduction of SF6 circuit
breakers. The merits of electronegative gases such as SF6 had long been recognized,
and freon had been used in the late 1930s to provide the primary insulating medium 
in 33 kV metalclad switchgear installed in two UK power stations. The reliability of 
seals was a problem, and it was only during the nuclear reactor programme that 
sufficiently reliable gas seals were developed to enable gas-insulated equipment to be
reconsidered.

The first practical application of SF6 in switchgear was as an insulating medium for
instrument transformers in transmission substations in the late 1950s and early 1960s.
These were quickly followed by the use of SF6 not only as an insulating medium but
also as the means of extinguishing arcs in circuit breakers. The first generation of SF6

circuit breakers were double-pressure devices which were based on air-blast designs,
but using the advantages of SF6. These double-pressure designs were quickly followed
by puffer circuit breakers which have already been described in section 7.4.1. Puffer
circuit breakers, now in the form of second or third generation of development, 
form the basis of most present-day transmission circuit breaker designs. Figure 7.24
illustrates the various forms of SF6 interrupter.

7.5.3 Main classes of equipment

Transmission substations may be built indoors or outdoors but because of the space
required it is usually difficult to justify an indoor substation. The strongest justifica-
tion for an indoor substation is the effect of harsh environments on the design, 
operation and maintenance of the equipment.

The two main types of transmission switchgear currently available are conventional
or Air-Insulated Switchgear (AIS) and gas-insulated metal-enclosed switchgear.
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7.5.3.1 Conventional or Air-Insulated Switchgear (AIS)

Here the primary insulating medium is atmospheric air, and in the majority of AIS the
insulating elements are of either solid or hollow porcelain.

In circuit elements such as disconnectors and earthing switches, where the switch-
ing is done in air, the insulators are solid, and provide not only physical support and
insulation, but also the mechanical drive for the elements. Examples of disconnectors
and earth switch arrangements are shown in Fig. 7.25. The choice of disconnector
design is dependent on the substation layout and performance requirements.

Equipment such as circuit breakers which need an additional insulating or inter-
rupting medium use hollow porcelain insulators which contain the active circuit 
elements in the appropriate insulating medium. As previously outlined, initial AIS
installations used oil as the insulating and interrupting medium, which in many cases was
replaced by the use of compressed air, and modern designs almost always use SF6 gas.

The layout of a substation is governed by the need to ensure that air clearances meet
the dielectric design requirements, including conditions when access is required to the
substation for maintenance. Rules for the minimum clearances and the requirements
for creepage distances on the external porcelain insulators are contained in the stan-
dards. For locations with atmospheric pollution, it is necessary to provide extended
creepage distances on insulators. Guidelines for the selection of creepage distance are
given in IEC 815.

A recent development in AIS technology is the use of composite insulators for 
functional elements in place of the traditional porcelain. There is a risk of explosion
with porcelain insulators when they are filled with insulating gas if a mechanical fault
occurs with the equipment. A composite insulator consists of silicone rubber sheds 
on a filament glass-fibre tube; it is not brittle and will not explode if the insulator is
ruptured. Composite insulators are now being used on instrument transformers and 
circuit breakers for AIS, and their use is likely to become more common.

An example of an outdoor AIS substation is shown in Fig. 7.26.

7.5.3.2 Gas-insulated metal-enclosed switchgear

In metal-enclosed switchgear there is a an external metal enclosure which is intended
to be earthed; it is complete except for external connections. The earliest transmission
metal-enclosed equipment used oil as the insulating medium, but since the introduction
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1. Double pressure

4. Rotating arc

High pressure SF6 gas

Moving contact

Low pressure
SF6 gas

2. Classical puffer

3. Auto expansion

Fig. 7.24 Various forms of SF6 interrupter



of SF6, all transmission metal-enclosed switchgear is based on SF6 as the insulating
medium.

The main significance of the Gas-Insulated Substation (GIS) principle is the 
dramatic reduction of insulating clearances made possible by SF6, resulting in much
more compact substation layouts. GIS are easier and more economic to accommodate
where land use is critical, such as in many urban areas. It also offers considerable
advantages in applications where environmental pollution is severe, such as in coastal,
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Centre break disconnector

Roatating centre post disconnector

Pantograph disconnector

Semi-Pantograph disconnector

Vertical break disconnector

Knee joint disconnector

Earthing switch

Fig. 7.25 Examples of disconnectors and earth switch arrangements



desert or heavily industrialized areas. Environmental conditions can also influence the
need for maintenance of the switchgear and the implementation of that maintenance;
GIS is so compact that transmission substations can be indoor, reducing the mainten-
ance problems considerably. The greater reliability of GIS is another factor which is
encouraging its increased application.

GIS switchgear is generally of modular design. All individual elements such as 
busbars, disconnectors, instrument transformers and circuit breakers are contained in
interconnecting earthed enclosures filled with SF6 at up to 7 bar. At the highest volt-
age levels, the three phases are housed in separate phase-segregated enclosures. At the
lower voltages it is common for all three phases to be housed in the same enclosure
and with some designs this philosophy is extended up to 300kV. Because of the possi-
bility of heating effects from induced currents it is normal for phase-segregated
designs to use non-magnetic materials (typically aluminium) for the enclosures, but for
phase-integrated designs it is possible to use magnetic steels for some ratings without
overheating constraints.

An example of a GIS substation is shown in Fig. 7.27.

7.5.3.3 Hybrid substations

A substation where there is a mix of GIS and AIS technologies is often referred to as
a hybrid substation. This can be a substation that consists of bays where some are of
AIS components only and some are a mix of AIS and GIS technology, or where some
are of GIS components only. Alternatively, and more commonly, elements of AIS and
GIS technology are typically mixed in the same bay of equipment and this mixture is
a hybrid of the two technologies and is applied across the complete substation.
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Fig. 7.26 Example of an outdoor AIS substation



There are exceptions to this definition:

● if the only component in a GIS substation utilizing AIS technology is the inter-
face connection (bushing or cable termination) to overhead line, cable or trans-
former, the substation is still considered as a GIS substation

● in an AIS substation where only one component is provided in GIS technology,
or where additional elements have a mixture of air and gas insulation but the
primary insulation to earth is still air (as in a dead tank arrangement) then these
substations are still considered as AIS

Any other combinations are considered as hybrid, for instance where only busbars
are SF6 insulated, or where an enclosed gas-insulated circuit breaker contains addi-
tional equipment such as instrument transformers or earthing switches.

An example of a hybrid substation is shown in Fig. 7.28.

7.5.4 Rating principles

As for distribution switchgear, the main consideration in the choice of rating for a 
particular system is the rated normal current and the rated short-circuit current. Power
system studies using load flow and transient analysis techniques will establish the 
values of the parameters for individual systems. It is also necessary to select lightning
impulse rated values from the range of standard values specified in standards 
(as for distribution switchgear) and to specify for transmission systems with a rated
voltage of 300 kV and above a rated switching impulse withstand voltage. The rated
switching surge voltage level is defined as the peak voltage of a unipolar standard
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250/2500 μs waveform; this represents the transient voltages which are generated by
the operation of circuit breakers when switching overhead lines, shunt reactors and
other circuits.

An important consideration in the choice of equipment ratings for transmission 
systems is insulation co-ordination. Insulation co-ordination is the selection of the
electric strength of equipment and its application in relation to the voltages which can
appear on the system taking into account the characteristics of any protective devices,
so as to reduce to an economically and operationally acceptable level the probability
that the resulting voltage stresses imposed on the equipment will cause damage to the
equipment or affect continuity of service. For system voltages up to 300 kV, experience
has demonstrated that the most important factor in determining system design is the
stress due to lightning; for voltages over 300 kV the switching over-voltage increases
in importance. It is now common to use Metal Oxide surge Arrestors (MOA) to limit
lightning over-voltage levels on transmission systems. In addition, the MOA can in
many cases provide adequate limitation of switching over-voltages, but for longer
overhead lines it may be required to use a circuit breaker with controlled (or point-on-
wave) switching in order to keep over-voltages at acceptable levels. The traditional
technique of using circuit breakers with parallel pre-insertion resistors is now being
replaced by the use of the MOA and controlled switching.

7.5.5 Test methods

International standards require that switchgear must be so designed and manufactured
that it satisfies test specifications with regard to its insulating capacity, switching 
performance, protection against contact, current-carrying capacity and mechanical
function. Evidence of this is obtained by type testing a prototype or sample of the
switchgear. In addition, routine tests are performed on each individual item of
switchgear manufactured, either on completed or sub-assembled units in the factory or
on site.
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Type tests are performed on transmission switchgear in a similar manner to those
applied to distribution switchgear (see section 7.4.4), but because of the difference in
rated values, the necessary test values, the test equipment and techniques differ in
detail. Some tests which are specific to transmission switchgear are as follows:

● dielectric tests. In addition to lightning impulse and power frequency tests 
it is necessary to perform switching impulse tests for equipment with a rated
voltage above 300 kV.

● short-circuit and switching tests. The test parameters for transmission equip-
ment involve much higher energy requirements than for distribution equipment,
so special techniques have been developed over the years. To provide the high
voltage and high currents needed for transmission switchgear, it is usual to 
provide a ‘synthetic’ test source where the high voltage and high currents are
provided in the same test from different sources.

Routine tests are performed on all switchgear units or sub-assemblies to ensure that
the performance of the factory-built unit will match that of the type-tested unit. 
The AIS is normally fully assembled in the factory and routine tested as a complete
functioning unit. Routine tests will include mechanical operations to check operating
characteristics, resistance checks of current-carrying paths, tests on control and auxil-
iary circuits and power-frequency withstand tests to verify insulation quality. For GIS,
particularly at higher voltage levels, it is not practical to assemble fully a complete
installation in the factory. Therefore sub-assemblies of GIS or transportable assemblies
are individually tested prior to shipment; for GIS at 145 kV or 245 kV this might
involve a complete ‘bay’ or circuit of equipment, but at 420 kV or 550 kV the size of 
the equipment dictates that only sub-assemblies can be transported to site as a unit.
Tests on transportable assemblies include power-frequency withstand with partial dis-
charge detection, verification of gas tightness, mechanical operations and main circuit
resistance.

7.5.6 Commissioning and maintenance

Due to the size of transmission switchgear it is necessary to transport the equipment
to site in sub-assemblies and then to re-assemble to complete switchgear on site. 
This procedure is more extensive than for distribution switchgear and it results in more
elaborate commissioning tests.

After routine testing at the factory, AIS is dismantled into sub-assemblies for 
transport to site and then re-assembled at the substation. A short series of operational
and functional checks are performed before the equipment is put into service.

Site commissioning procedures for GIS are more elaborate than for AIS, since GIS
can be particularly sensitive to assembly defects or to particulate contamination;
because of the small electrical clearances made possible by SF6, it is essential that all
particulate contamination down to the size of about 1mm is excluded from the equip-
ment. For these reasons extensive power-frequency withstand tests are performed on
site on the completed installation. The requirements for commissioning of GIS are
covered in IEC 62271-203.

Modern designs of transmission switchgear are becoming simpler and inherently
more reliable, with reduced maintenance requirements. The traditional preventive
maintenance approach, with maintenance performed at prescribed intervals irrespec-
tive of the condition of the switchgear, is being replaced by predictive maintenance in
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which maintenance is needed only when the condition of the equipment warrants 
intervention or where operational duties are severe. Diagnostic techniques and condi-
tion monitoring to support this are now becoming available; in particular, it is very 
difficult to apply conventional partial discharge tests to a complete GIS installation and
special diagnostic techniques have been developed to monitor its structural integrity.

Many items of transmission switchgear are still in service after 30, 40, or even 
50 years of satisfactory service. A typical design life for modern transmission
switchgear is 40 years, but this is conservative in comparison with the figures being
achieved on the older equipment still in service today.

7.5.7 Standards

Some of the commonly used standards and specifications for transmission switchgear
are given in Table 7.6.

7.6 DC switchgear

7.6.1 Technology and applications

The most obvious difficulty in interrupting dc current is that there is no natural current
zero. The current has to be forced to zero by the circuit breaker by generating an arc
voltage across the break contacts which is greater than the system voltage. Since the
load and the fault current is highly inductive the circuit breaker interrupting device
must be capable of dissipating all the energy in the circuit until arc extinction.

Until the early 1970s the main method of arc extinction was to stretch and cool 
the arc in an arcing chamber under the influence of the magnetic field produced by a
series connected magnetic blow-out coil. A voltage drop in dc arcs of about 1V/mm
has typically been accepted, and although this is dependent on arcing conditions, 
it is evident that for any system voltage above a few hundred volts the arc must be
fairly long. This is fairly difficult to achieve, and it promotes the chance of the arc 
re-striking to other components within the switchgear.

The uses for dc switchgear include generator field control, deep mine winding gear
and superconducting toroidal coils, but by far the most common requirement is in
urban transit systems where dc supplies are ideally suited for light to medium power
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Table 7.6 Standards and specifications for transmission switchgear

IEC/BS/EN Subject North
American
ANSI

60071-1 Insulation co-ordination. Pt 1 – Definitions, principles and rules C92.1
62271-1 Specifications for high voltage switchgear and controlgear standards C37.09
62271-100 High voltage ac circuit breakers C37.04

C37.06
62271-101 Synthetic testing of high voltage ac circuit breakers C37.081
62271-102 AC disconnectors and earthing switches C37.32
62271-103 High voltage switches for rated voltages of 52 kV and above
62271-203 Gas-insulated metal-enclosed switchgear rated 72.5 kV and above C37.55
62271-300 Seismic qualification of high voltage ac circuit breakers C37.81



requirements. The majority of systems operate on supply voltages ranging from 650 V
to 1500 V with a few inter-city routes using 3000 V.

Urban dc rail systems can be categorized as rapid transit systems or light rail systems.
An underground or suburban railway generally using large rolling stock such as the

London Underground is typically described as a rapid transit system. Such systems
require high normal current, high fault-rated dc circuit breakers because of the large
load currents drawn on start-up of the rolling stock and the low impedance of the track
power supply connections. In order to limit the let-through current during a fault, and
thereby protect the ac/dc conversion equipment, high-speed dc circuit breakers are
nearly always specified for this type of system. Typical ratings for use in rapid transit
systems are 750 V, 6000 A rectifier circuit breakers and 4000 A track feeder circuit
breakers with a maximum fault interrupting rating of 125 kA at 900 V.

A light rail system is typically a tram system, with or without track, using an over-
head catenary–pantograph supply. Switchgear ratings are lower with typical ratings 
of 750V, 2000A for rectifier breakers and 1250A for track feeder breakers, with a
maximum fault interrupt rating of 50 kA, 900V. The circuit breakers used are gener-
ally defined as semi-high speed.

7.6.2 Semiconductor circuit breakers

Semiconductors have been considered as a potential advance in the field of dc circuit
breakers for many years. The speed of operation far exceeds the capability of conven-
tional mechanical circuit breakers and if the short-circuit current can be detected 
rapidly a semiconductor circuit breaker could be capable of switching the circuit in
fractions of a millisecond. This would limit the let-through fault current to a smaller
value with less possibility of damage to equipment. Semiconductor switches are 
capable of interrupting large short circuit currents on traction dc power supplies, but
they are unable alone to absorb and dissipate all the fault energy.

One method involves a forced commutation circuit in parallel with the semicon-
ductor, providing a low impedance path into which the fault current is temporarily
diverted. This creates a current zero in the semiconductor switch circuit allowing it to
turn off. Other methods such as series-resonant commutation can be used but in each
case the high reverse voltage caused by rapid turn off of a highly inductive circuit 
must be limited, otherwise dc equipment will be damaged. This can be achieved using
a surge arrester or capacitor within the circuit breaker to absorb the energy or by 
circulating the energy around the fault circuit using a free-wheel diode.

Semiconductor circuit breakers are not widely used for three main reasons:

● high forward conduction losses due to forward volt drop of the semiconductor
junction and the high current requirement of dc circuit breakers

● isolation when the circuit breaker is switched off is reliant upon semiconductor
dielectric strength

● the limitation to the speed of operation is the detection time of the protection
device. It is not possible to devise a protection relay that can operate rapidly
enough to reap the full benefits of the semiconductor switch and to reliably 
discriminate between all types of evolving faults and normal transient load 
conditions.

The use of a mechanical switch in parallel with the semiconductor eliminates the
forward conduction loss and a series isolating switch operating after fault clearance
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provides a physical isolation distance. However, in order to achieve the benefit of 
high-speed fault clearance the mechanical components have to be capable of closing
and opening in a few hundred microseconds. The result is a more complex and expen-
sive switch in parallel with a sophisticated and complex electronic device that will not
normally compete with a conventional circuit breaker.

7.6.3 Air circuit breakers

The cold cathode arc chute is the preferred method of arc interruption in modern dc
circuit breakers. It is ideally suited to the interruption of dc since it provides a fairly
fixed arc voltage irrespective of the arc current. The cold cathode arc chutes 
are arranged as shown in Fig. 7.29 and the current and voltage characteristics of an
interruption can be seen in Fig. 7.30. An arc is formed as the contacts part and at this
stage the voltage across that arc will be very low, in the order of tens of volts. This is
dependent on arcing current, method of arc movement, contact separation and contact
materials. The arc then moves towards the splitter plates along the arc runners, being
stretched as it moves and generating an arc voltage of a few hundred volts and it is then
split into the series arcs by the splitter plates when a sharp jump in the arc voltage can
be seen. The difference between the arc voltage forced in the arc chute and the system
voltage describes the arcing time within plates.

There are a number of techniques that are used to force the arc into the splitter
plates. By careful arrangement of the contact and runner system it is possible to 
generate a tight current loop which, by its nature, forces the arc into a larger loop. This
however does not provide strong enough magnetic fields at the lower currents to move
the arc column away from the contact area. A mechanical puffer driven from the 
opening mechanism is one technique that is used to move the arc column away from
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the contact area, applying a blast of air between the contacts. This is independent of
arcing current but it adds complexity and is only available for a short period of time.

A magnetic field orthogonal to the arc is an effective method to move the arc 
rapidly from the contact gap into the splitter plates and this has been successfully 
used on many ac and dc air circuit breakers. The magnetic field can be generated by
permanent magnets, secondary coils or by the current itself. If the circuit breaker is to
interrupt current in both directions, it can be seen in Fig. 7.31 that the field must be
reversible in order to have the same resultant force upwards on the arc and with 
secondary coils or permanent magnets, it can be difficult to reverse the field especially
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at low currents. Connecting secondary coils across the contact gap gives the correct
field orientation of field, but these have to be switched after the arc has been 
extinguished and this can lead to problems in isolation. Using the main current to 
provide the field inherently gives the correct orientation of force on the arc, but in
order to develop a uniform field with a high enough flux density across the contacts it
is necessary to link the flux from several turns of main conductor. This can be 
cumbersome because of the large-sectional copper required for the relatively high
rated currents of the switch.

Often arcing contacts are used to solve this problem. The main contacts carry 
normal current and part slightly earlier than the arcing contacts, so they can be made
from a less arc-resistant material, which reduces the heat generated in the switch under
normal operating conditions. This also enables the addition of a coil in the arcing 
contact arrangement, as shown in Fig. 7.32, providing a magnetic field across the 
contacts. It is imperative that the main contacts break earlier than the arcing contacts
even when the arcing contacts are badly worn, and that the inductance of the coil is
very low to assist in current transfer to the arcing contacts with dI/dt values of poten-
tially tens of thousands of amps per millisecond.

Another method now in use is to link the flux from the main current with a ferrous
coil or open core around the main current. The open-core magnetic blow-out shown in
Fig. 7.33 provides a magnetic field in the correct orientation while the main current is
flowing, with enough flux linkage to interrupt dc arcs at very low currents. The avoid-
ance of large coils carrying the main current allows for a very compact passive device
with no moving parts that has been proven to work over the full range of duties
required.

Without assistance from a device such as the open-core magnetic blow-out, the arc
may not transfer into the arc chute at low currents (up to 200A) as its magnetic field
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would be insufficient to force it off the contacts. At very low currents (in the order of
tens of amperes, depending upon contact gap, system voltage, contact material, circuit
time constant etc.) the arc can be extinguished across the contact gap without trans-
ferring onto the runners and into the chute. Critical currents can occur on some circuit
breakers when the current is too small to transfer correctly into the chute and too large
to be interrupted across either the contacts or on the arc runners. The result can be 
very long and inconsistent arcing times or in the worst case failure to interrupt. The
position becomes worse when the circuit breaker is required to interrupt a current in
its critical area in the reverse direction following the clearance of a relatively large 
current in the forward direction. The forward current interruption can magnetize the
steel plates in the arc chute (and possibly other mechanism components) and the 
remanent magnetic field in the arc chute is then in the opposite direction to that
required to draw the arc into the chute in the reverse direction. If the reverse current is
small the magnetic field cannot be reversed and the arc cannot be interrupted.

A type test is specified in the BSEN 50123-2 standard to search for forward 
and reverse critical currents. These are defined as the current for which the particular
circuit breaker has the longest arcing time. These low currents are inductive and cover
the range for which it is most likely that air circuit breakers will have difficulty 
interrupting. The specification also calls for a reverse test at the forward critical 
current after a large forward interruption.
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7.6.4 DC traction fault duties

DC circuit breakers are classified according to their characteristics during fault inter-
ruption. Some common requirements are highlighted in the circuit breaker designations:

● very high speed current limiting circuit breakers, V
● high speed current limiting circuit breakers, H
● semi-high speed circuit breakers, S

Type V and type H circuit breakers are also described as current-limiting circuit
breakers because they have a break time which is sufficiently short to prevent the short-
circuit current reaching the peak value it would have attained without interruption.
Very high speed circuit breakers have a break time no greater than 4ms, irrespective
of other parameters of the circuit. This speed of operation is limited to semiconductor
circuit breakers and hybrid circuit breakers that are a combination of semiconductor
and mechanical switches. High speed circuit breakers have an opening time no greater
than 5ms and a total break time not greater than 20ms when the current to be inter-
rupted has a sustained value of at least 7 times the circuit breaker setting and dI/dt is
greater than or equal to 5kA/ms. Type S circuit breakers provide assured current inter-
ruption, but current limitation may not take place. The circuit breaker in most common
use is the type H because of its ability to operate quickly and limit damaging 
let-through fault current at an affordable price.

The specification of the circuit breaker type is decided by the fault levels the 
system can generate, and the types of fault are characterized by their location in the
traction system.

The functions for which the dc circuit breaker can be used within a standard trac-
tion system are:

● interconnector circuit breaker, I (also called bus-section or section circuit
breaker)

● line feeder circuit breaker, L
● rectifier circuit breaker, R

These can have different requirements, and current interruption direction can also
be specified, as well as direct-acting overload release direction. It can be advantageous
for discrimination purposes to specify the direction in which the release operates, 
to ensure that only the breaker feeding a fault opens and that supply is maintained 
elsewhere. Current interruption in both directions is necessary unless it can be shown
that there are no circumstances under which a circuit breaker can be opened when the
current is flowing in an opposite direction.

7.6.5 DC traction protection

The power supplied through the switchgear fluctuates as trains start, accelerate and
regenerate, and one or more trains can be travelling or transferring onto different 
sections of track. To discriminate between a fault and such a variety of load conditions
requires a sophisticated and well co-ordinated protection system. Depending upon the
point in the system at which the fault occurs, it is quite common for the magnitude of
the current to be less than that flowing due to the traction load.

While short-circuit currents on the dc traction supply can be large and damaging to
equipment on the dc supply, the value of the short-circuit current on the ac supply due
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to dc faults could be fairly small. Also, ac switchgear protection operating and fault
clearance times may be too long to protect the ac/dc conversion equipment effectively.
The dc circuit breakers and the protection system must therefore be fast-operating.
Electronic and/or electromagnetic protection relays are always used on modern dc
switchboards, the current being sensed by a shunt or other transducer and the circuit
breaker being tripped by the shunt trip coil. As the last line of defence, it is common
practice to specify a high-set direct acting instantaneous series overcurrent release
within the circuit breaker.

In order to minimize the risk of an undetected fault condition the following types
of protection have been developed.

● Direct-acting overcurrent protection: This is incorporated into the circuit
breaker, the device directly tripping the breaker through a mechanical linkage
or magnetic circuit. The purpose is to provide protection for overload condi-
tions and high-speed operation under high-current faults. In most networks the
device will not provide discrimination between normal load conditions and low
level or distant faults. Line feeder and rectifier circuit breakers utilise this form
of protection.

● Rate of rise protection (dI/dt): This is now the most commonly used software-
driven protection system in traction applications. As it measures the rate of rise
of current through the switchgear it is able to react rapidly during the initial
increase of current at the on-set of a fault before the current reaches a large,
damaging value. When properly developed it is effective in discriminating
between distant faults and normal train starting and accelerating currents, but a
detailed knowledge of the system is imperative for correct setting of the relay.
The settings are chosen to ensure that the device will not trip on the most severe
train starting condition but will trip under distant fault conditions. An extension
of this principle is DELTA I (ΔI) protection, in which the initial dI/dt triggers a
current measurement. After a set time, the change in current is measured and 
if it exceeds the set value (determined from the most onerous train starting 
current) a trip is issued. The dI/dt setting can be lower than that for standard rate
of rise protection, offering better sensitivity for distant fault detection. In addi-
tion the time delay setting can be reduced to give more sensitive protection for
less distant faults.

● Undervoltage protection: Relays can be used to monitor a reduced track voltage
under fault or load conditions at the substation and at points in between. The sys-
tem may be used for both single and double-end fed systems, pilot wires being
used to trip the appropriate circuit breaker or breakers. In order to provide dis-
crimination and to allow circuit breakers to be closed onto tracks at a reduced
voltage, undervoltage protection system needs to incorporate a time delay. This
must be of the order of 100 ms, which renders this type of protection inadequate
for close-up faults. As the system measures only voltage it cannot be used to
provide directional discrimination.

● Falling-voltage impedance protection: Impedance protection is an extension of
the falling-voltage principle in which track current is also monitored. The
impedance of a track section seen from the circuit breaker is the ratio of track
voltage to the current flowing through the circuit breaker. An impedance value,
normally equal to the loop impedance of the whole track section provides the
setting value. The presence of a fault closer to the substation will lead to the V/I
being reduced and if it falls below the set impedance value, a trip command can
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be issued. This system is used extensively by Network Rail in the UK and on
systems utilizing additional switching stations located between the rectifier
substations.

● Instantaneous overcurrent: This offers the same protection as circuit breaker
direct-acting overload protection, but since modern digital relays can be used to
give more accurate and faster tripping times, it may assist in the scheme 
co-ordination. Like direct-acting overload protection it must always be set
above the level required during trains starting and accelerating and therefore it
can not always detect distant faults.

7.6.6 Safety features and interlocking

Modern dc switchgear is almost exclusively of the horizontally withdrawable type 
to facilitate full isolation, maintenance and testing. Figure 7.34 shows a modern 
withdrawable dc circuit breaker, cutaway to show the shutter and venting arrangement.
It is important that interlocks prevent an incorrect sequence of actions from causing
unsafe operation. The circuit breaker compartment usually caters for two positions, a
test/isolated position, and a service position. The circuit breaker can be operated in
either mode through the secondary control and auxiliary connections. The interlocking
principles should follow the following philosophy:

● When the circuit breaker is inserted into the cubicle, the earth connection is
made before all other connections. This earth connection should be suitably
rated for the system earth fault current.
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● The circuit breaker can be operated in the test position, and must remain isolated
from the primary circuit.

● The main compartment door must be closed before the circuit breaker moves
from the isolated to the service position.

● The shutters should not be operated by the circuit breaker mechanism while the
door is open, and are independent in operation.

● The door cannot be opened once the circuit breaker has been moved from the
isolated position.

● The circuit breaker cannot be moved from isolated or service position until it 
is open.

● If the auxiliary connections are not made, there will be no possibility of unsafe
operation when the breaker is put into the service position.

7.6.7 Applicable standards and testing

Until relatively recently it was the case that most dc network operators would purchase
their electrical equipment with only limited third party test evidence. Indeed it was not
unusual for equipment either to be put into trial service on the railway or for entire test
tracks to be constructed. Such trial work with equipment is extremely expensive and
can be disruptive to the operation of the railway network as a whole, and most testing
of dc switchgear now takes place at high power testing laboratories using various 
synthetic test duties to simulate railway conditions.

Testing or specifying equipment can be a difficult task because of the numerous
variations between railway network requirements and manufactured equipment, and
most customers and manufacturers normally use the various national and international
standards that specify dc switchgear, shown in Table 7.7. Of the standards currently in
use the EN 50123:2003 series (also known as IEC 61992) and ANSI C37.16-2000 are
commonly quoted, the EN series being the more up to date and complete.

The EN 50123 series requires that dc switchgear is subjected to a series of tests
which normally includes a range of short circuit duties, electrical endurance testing,
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Table 7.7 International standards for dc switchgear

EN Equipment specified ANSI

EN 50123-1 Railway applications – Fixed installations – DC Switchgear
EN 50123-2 Railway applications – Fixed installations – DC circuit breakers
EN 50123-3 Railway applications – Fixed installations – Indoor DC disconnectors, 

switch-disconnectors and earthing switches
EN 50123-4 Railway applications – Fixed installations – Outdoor DC disconnectors, 

switch-disconnectors and earthing switches
EN 50123-5 Railway applications – Fixed installations – Surge arresters and low 

voltage limiters for specific use in DC systems
EN 50123-6 Railway applications – Fixed installations – Measurement, control 

and protection devices for specific use in DC traction systems
EN 50123-7 Railway applications – Fixed installations – DC circuit breakers
EN 50124-1 Railway applications – Insulation coordination
EN 50163 Railway applications– Supply voltages of traction systems

IEEE Standard for low-voltage DC power circuit breakers 
used in enclosures C37.14

Low-Voltage power circuit breakers – Preferred ratings, C37.16
related requirements and application recommendations



temperature rise testing, dielectric testing, ingress protection and mechanical
endurance testing. Each duty or type of test is subject to variation depending on 
the type of circuit breaker to be tested, the system voltage and the characteristics of the
circuit that is being switched. In particular a considerable amount of testing is 
undertaken to assess performance under the various fault conditions that may arise at
low or reverse currents.

From an operator’s perspective, testing at maximum energy levels is particularly
important because the test can be used to simulate extended electrical endurance 
causing considerable wear to both the circuit breaker contacts and arc chute.

As with much railway equipment dc switchgear is typically located in remote 
locations of restricted size, requiring special consideration of mechanical reliability
and effect of temperature rise within the equipment. Circuit breakers can be subjected
to extended mechanical endurance tests of over 50000 operations without any mainte-
nance, often including variations in temperature, humidity and control system voltage.
Temperature rise testing is normally undertaken on complete switchgear assemblies
with conditions as close to those in service as possible, particularly if ventilation is
restricted. Such testing sometimes includes operator-defined overload cycles to simulate
the effects of increased numbers of trains on the railway.
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